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mormon bibliography 1983
L

scott H duvall and barbara

the

S

ballantyne

mormon bibliography contains almost as many
entries as the 1982 bibliography it appears that articles pamphlets
and books printed on mormon topics continue to keep a solid pace
year after year yet the abiding fear every bibliographer harbors that
m ething strikes close especially when it is too late to
he is missing so
something
add anything we encourage all who write articles related in any way
to mormonism especially those published in specialized journals to
inform us in special collections of the brigham young university
library of what they have published
one realm of mormon publishing exists that has not been placed
in this mormon bibliography nor in any of the recent previous
mormon bibliographies newspapers devoted exclusively to mormon
audiences have flourished over the years in various cities around the
western united states some of these are and have been published
by private individuals others have been issued by groups some of
these publications continue their publications today others have
ceased publication
these regional mormon newspapers include the following titles
inter mountain news in
and places of publication the california intermountain
los angeles california the latter day sentinel in phoenix
cerritos california the beehive
cerrites
arizona the latter day sentinel in Cerrites
in las vegas nevada the latter day trumpet in idaho falls idaho
the hawaii record bulletin in honolulu hawaii mormon life in
sacramento california the seagull in seattle washington the
san diego seagull in san diego california the southwest saint in
albuquerque new mexico the latter day spokesman in royal city
washington and the beehive in denver colorado
inter mountain news has been publishing weekly
the california intermountain
since 21 march 1935
1933 in that first issue the editors of the newspaper
expressed that their effort was born of the conviction that there is
1983
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need of a suitable vehicle of expression and social solidarity for
the california intermountain
inter mountain group in numbers more than forty
thousand although the mormon colony as they called it then
now numbers more than three hundred thousand the focus and
purpose of this regional newspaper remain the same
for many years subscription and distribution of the california
inter mountain news was through the wards and stakes in southern
intermountain
california the church has since discontinued this practice hence
the newspaper must seek individually paid subscriptions it concentrates
on the southern california area and charges 495
4.95
495 per year or 795
7.95
795
for a two year subscription although in the past couple of years this
newspaper has had difficulties it has lately increased its number of
subscriptions and may continue publishing for another fifty years
two of the more recent unofficial mormon publications are the
latter day sentinels in arizona and california these are privately
owned newspapers which are published biweekly the subscription
cost is 10.00
1000 per year paid subscriptions now number 13000 for the
ooo for the california sentinel the arizona
sentinel
and
000
10000
arizona Sentine
sentineled
ted 10
led
paper has been published since 1978 the california since 1983
also
aiso publishes an LDS buying guide
in arizona the sentinel aso
2so
cormons in the area
every year these guides are published to help mormons
know who the mormon businessmen are these guides are published
in a yellow page format as a guide to merchants who appreciate
the mormon business they also contain lists of the stake and ward
officers and their phone numbers for all stakes in arizona
the publishing family malin lewis publisher and crismon lewis
editor are father and son looks upon their newspaper as a service to
the mormon community and it appears that the two sentinels
are received very well in arizona and california the papers are well
done they satisfy a need for mormon news in those two areas
the beehive in las vegas has also been quite successful beginning
publication in 1975 it is published monthly and distributed free of
charge to members of the church ofjesus christ of latter day saints
in the las vegas area it contains local news of the LDS church
listings of weddings and anniversaries community news sports news
etc in addition the beehive has a variety of columns devoted to such
subjects as building and development or the court system it also has
classified listings and advertising from which the operating revenue is
generated
the latter day trumpet published monthly in idaho falls
idaho is also a private enterprise newspaper it is primarily an organ
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of information about LDS people in the upper snake river valley A
great deal of space is devoted to advertising which obviously helps to
defray the costs of publication the latter day trumpet is distributed
cormons in southeastern idaho
free of charge to mormons
two of the regional mormon newspapers which are currently
published differ from those already reviewed the hawaii record
bulletin of honolulu and mormon life of sacramento are both
nonprofit newspapers published by the public communications
council of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints the
newspapers are sent free of charge to each LDS home in its respective
multi region mormon life was published for one year 1982 as a
privately owned newspaper in the same mold as the other newspapers
discussed in april 1983 however it came under the auspices of the
churche sacramento area public communications council the
churchs
purpose of this move was to enable the newspaper to present more
accurate information and also to improve the quality of the information
disseminated about the church in the sacramento valley the two
editors and the news bureau director are called to their positions
they report to the multi regional public communications director
who in turn reports to the regional representative coordinating the
efforts of mormon life
other regional mormon newspapers have been published during
the past ten years the san diego seagull is still publishing it is
however more of a local paper than the others the seagull in seattle
the southwest saint and the latter day spokesman have ceased
publication because of financial difficulties
those newspapers which have been successful however seem to
cormons who want
be fulfilling a role in the lives of thousands of mormons
information concerning the church in their own area these regional
mormon newspapers constitute a type of mormon publishing which
will not appear in most mormon bibliographies yet every year they
publish a great deal of information on mormonism

ARTS AND

literature

anderson gaylene and susan lambson primary primer simplified duets for
young latter day saints salt lake city orion books 1982
bateman anya big ben Is back salt lake city bookcraft 1983
caldwell kathryn smoot the principle salt lake city randall book 1983
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more perfect order within being the confessions of an
admore
mardenj
clark
oark Marde
dark
mardena
nJ toward amore
mormon
on literature dialogue
unregenerate but not unrepentant mistruster of morm
16 winter 1983 917100
91 100
loo
cook thomas H tabernacle boston houghton mifflin co 1983
perpetuation of a myth
cornwall rebecca foster and leonard J arrington
mormon danites
canites in five western novels 1840 90 brigham young university
studies 23 spring 1983 147
cox janet zalley
valley
zailey of fire salt lake city deseret book co 1983
folklore indiana pa indiana university
american
c
dorson R M handbook of amen
press 1983

dunn scott
1983

digger

art

As religious history

sunstone revi
review
reti ew

3

march

13

edwards paul M

Moonbeams from a larger lunacy poetry in the reorganization
moonbeams

dialogue 16 winter 1983 22 32
england eugene the dawning of a brighter day mormon literature after 150
years in after 15
day saints in sesquicentennial perspective
lufter
1506 years the latter
lutter duy
edited by thomas G alexander and jessie L embry 95 146 provo utah
charles redd center for western studies 1983
dialogue 16
magic and the supernatural in utah folklore

winter

1983

51 64

havens virginia the link andthe promise bountiful utah horizon publishers 1983
wilh three puzzles for a mormon
hicks michael eternity capacity and the will
sunstone 8 january april 1983 8 12
aesthetics
haller
holler
holter
harler
hoiler salt lake city D
deseret
hughes dem
aseret
eseret book co 1983
dean jenny radler
dew
beyond reach bountiful utah horizon publishers 1983
james coleen S A foe beyondreach
playy about
james rhett stephens the man who knew the early years A pla
martin harris 1824 1830 cache valley utah martin harris pageant committee
1983

camp of israel

sunstone 8 september october 1983 19 23
king patricia obrien solo salt lake city deseret book co 1983
longstree stephen all of nothing new york putnam 1983
lund gerald N the alliance salt lake city deseret book co 1983
lynn karen the 1981 RLDS hymnal songs more brightly sung dialogue
kelly carla

winter

16

33 41
susan evans by

1983

we hoiddear
jpe
HoId deur
all jre
dear salt lake city bookcraft 1983
hold
price zion salt lake city
mclntosh
mcintosh carol partridge and carole osborne cole what prece
deseret book co 1983
manning francis J the influence of mormonism on amer
ican literature
Amei
american
ann arbor mich university microfilms international 1983
moon harold kay mormon art affirmation and other old hat BYU
BW today
mccloud

37 may 1983

39

moss robert H valiant witness A novel of moroni bountiful utah horizon
publishers 1983
II orem utah liberty press 1983
nelson lee the storm testament 11
pearson carol lynn A lasting peace salt lake city randall book 1983
A widening view salt lake city bookcraft 1983

peterson

levi S greening wheat
midvale utah orion books 1983
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overhauling mormon aesthetics
1983

sunstone

8

january april

13 14

roberts bliss and mary ann book of mormon picture scriptures salt lake city
book co 1983
deseretbook
deseret
rogers thomas F gods fools plays of ofmixigated
mitigated conscience provo thomas F rogers
1983

book of mormon poetry new era 13 march 1983 46 50
sealy shirley laughter and tears
the best years orem utah randall book

rust richard dilworth
1983

within my heart orem utah randall book 1983
nicolas
ambiguity and the language of authority

Shurn
shumway
way
dialogue 16 summer 1983 52 56
snow eliza R poems religious historical and political 2 vols 1856 1877
west jordan utah early church reprints 1983
reprint westjordan
thayne emma lou how much for the earth A suite of poems about time for
considering salt lake city eden hill 1983
webb christine starr adam named the animals salt lake city deseret book

co 1983
weyland jack pepper tide salt lake city deseret book co 1983
Brigham
und
andbligham
wila
wilh
wita film A brief history of church andbrigham
and
whitaker wetzel 0 pioneering with
pressa
young university films provo brigham young university press
pressj 1983
yorgason blaine M and brenton G chester 1I love you salt lake city bookcraft 1983
biographical

AND FAMILY HISTORY

alder elaine reiser my month in england with sister camilla kimball ensign
13 april 1983 62 63
alter jonathan with elaine shannon and margaret G warner how to freeze a
nomination newsweek 22 august 1983 19 20
anderson audentia smith emma smith and her hymns restoration voice 227
january february 1983 7 8 reprinted from saints herald 6 may 1939
arrington james A golden age of humor UJ golden kimball B YU today 337
march 1983

3 6

prints 5 september october 1983 22 29
collett
ambassador keith nyborg an american to the finish this people 4

the artist farrell
ashby pat

august

1983

R

43 46 58

ashes a sensation
ariel bybee shes

this people 4 february march

1983
1985 53 56
198355
198553
198353

bartmess michele dale murphy nice guys dont always finish last this people
4 april may 1983 42 44
life s a big hit with barry bonnell this people 4 june july
1983
1985 61
198361

63

the NBA

more rigortban
RigorT
rigor than
han romance
ban

march 1983 48 51
bates irene M william smith

this people

1811 93 problematic patriarch

4 february

dialogue 16

summer 1983 11 23
re doubtable john pack pioneer proselyter patriarch
bitton davis the redoubtablejobn
city eden hill 1982
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A look at the

brown louise anderson
1983

15

can oil les
carroll
august

other side

II 10 fall
exponent 11

20

doug padilla world class on and off the track
1983

this people

4

55 56 60

john whitaker coming of age
november 1983 57 63
Cartoon ing the art of drawing and quartering
cartooning

this people

4

october

BYU today 37 march 1983

21 24

chaffin bethany andjoyce
and joyce davis john lemperle sharpening the point this
people 4 october november 1983 53 55
cole carole osborne flying solo but not alone this people 4 june july
1983

57 59 70

cramer steven A the worth of a soul orem utah randall book 1983
monds A family biography new york st martins press 1983
daly marsha the Os mondo
david P gardner A man for all seasons sunstone review 3 april may 1983
54

dew sheri L marie and steve craig eighteen months later this people 4
december 1983 18 22
the osmond brothers A little bit country this people 4
april may 1983 24 28 68 70
dickman diane brent ashworth documenting our spiritual past this people
4 august 1983 35 37 49
double trouble church and state 36 july august 1983 9 10
downs robert B
john T flanagan and harold W scott memorable americans
bjohn
1750 1950 littleton colo libraries unlimited 1983
dykes mervyn ben couch cabinet minister in new zealand parliament ensign
13 april 1983 24 28
elder legrand richards A grandfather to Us all BYU today 37 march 1983
16 18

elder legrand richards A marvelous work and a wonder

new era

13

march

1983 28 29
198528
198328

elder legrand richards dies beloved apostle missionary friend

ensign

13

february 1983 6 9
forty nour
ellett A H rorty
four years As a redneck judge ap A H ellett 1983
enders donald L james madison barlos patriarch of utah silversmiths the
magazine silver 16 july august 1983 27 29
england breck eide
eider
elder
Elde rjoseph
joseph anderson life Is good because of the gospel
elderjoseph
ensign 13 july 1983 30 35
fleisher david and david M freedman death of an american the killing of
john singer new york continuum publishing co 1983
gholdston john paula hawkins latter day saint senator from florida ensign
13 october 1983 34 36
gregory sarah J pioneer housewife the autobiography of sally dodge morris
gateway heritage 3 spring 1983 24 33
hahl hildegard the warmth of a winter baptism ensign 13 january 1983

np

30 31

some good latter day saint woman should step
february 1983 22 25

ione horrocks
lone
lone
hale betty ione
forward
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steve young and gordon hudson more than a passing fancy this
people 4 september 1983 40 42 57 59
hartley william G Barn
barnards
barnarda
ards boots new era 13 july 1983 8 12
haymond jay M
utah
in memoriam andrew karl larson 1899 1983
historical quarterly 51 summer 1983 289 90
head derin lea bruce lindsay in his prime this people 4 february march

hale val

1983

13 15

dian thomas just for the fun of it
1983 20
198320
1983

this people 4 june july

23 68

legrand richards

A marvelous

the

this people

work

this people

4 march

32 34

april may 1983 56 60
N eldon tanner seeking the kingdom this people 4 march
1983

mix masters

4

48 49

hefner loretta L from apostle to apostate the personal struggle of amasa
mason lyman dialogue 16 spring 1983 90 104
hicks michael
notes on brigham youngs aesthetics
dialogue 16 winter
124
1983
1985
1983124
1985124

30

hiles norma derry
12 13 21

III
joseph 111
ili letters home

saints herald
130
150
herald130

1

july

1983

30

hinckley gordon B praise to the man ensign 13 august 1983 2 6
hinze brent and sarah faith and a loving heart the story of elva taylor cowley
ensign 13 august 1983 48 52
johnson annie richardson and elva richardson shunn
way with enola johnson
shumway
Shurn
mangelson charles edmundrichardson
edmund
richardson man of destiny tempe ariz annie R
Edmun dRichardson
johnson irrevocable present interest trust 1982
johnson cleo
cleoj
cleoaJ the story of phineus tempest and a lost manuscript snake
river echoes A quarterly of idaho history 12 winter 1983 16 19
johnson jeffery 0 glimpses of pioneer life in aunt twiss letters pioneer 30
march april 1983 9 13
pamer
wamer
jones dan R salmon wamen
jones 1983
lramer early mormon pioneer orem utah D Rrjones
the journal of fanny fry simons an enduring legacy 6 1983 173 212
iola
ioia
loia wis western
kirby edward M the rise and fall of the sundance kid lola
publications 1983
carroll county historical
lair jim fancher A history of a remarkable family
society quarterly 27 spring 1982 12 14
III encounter with spiritualism
111
launius roger joseph smiths ili
restoration
iii

trail forum

november 1983 3 8
R C evans boy orator of the reorganization
john whitmer
historical association journal 3 1983 40 50
lubeck kathleen florence jacobsen the fine art of preserving time tais
this
taif
th U people
4

june july

9

1983

J
november 1983

47 50 67
elliot cameron presiding in paradise
41 44

jack anderson
february march 1983 19 22
lubeck kathleen and sheri dew
december 1983 31 34
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lyman gordon and kynra
kinra LDS pilots in the strategic air command the
lonesome skyway this people 4 april may 1983 32 37
lyman melvin A As a rose newport beach calif kenning house 1982
mccallum jack the steve and gordon show sports illustrated 14 november
1983 61 65

madsen carol cornwall A bluestocking in zion the literary life of emmeline B
wells dialogue 16 spring 1983 126 40
madsen truman G B H roberts after fifty years still witnessing for the book
of mormon ensign 13 december 1983 10 19
marshall don jeffrey R holland A style all his own ensign 13 june 1983
44 49
martin charles W john ahmanson vs brigham young A nebraska legal
controversy 1859 61 nebraska history 64 spring 1983 1 20
westward from denver the obsession of david moffat
mehls steven F
railroadhistory
railroad history 146 spring 1982 29 40
A fantasia on the diaries of john garver
john whitmer
morain thomas
witmer
journal3
historicalassociation
historical
association journals
journal3 1983 3 13
mouritsen dale C A symbol of new directions george franklin richards and the
mormon church 1861 1950 ann arbor mich
midi university microfilms international
1982

N eldon tanner management by example BYU today 37 may 1983 34 35
nelson nylin B A biography the spirit of a viking snake river echoes A
quarterly of idaho history 12 1983 4 8 16 19
whd7ey miner inventor and entrepreneur
niebur jay E arthur redman whilfley
denver colo colorado historical society 1982
nightingale cindy bryant rossiter research meets religion this people 4
april may 1983 17 20
roger porter when the president needs advice this people 4
june july 1983 31 34
mormon history 10 1983
nolan max joseph smith and mysticism journal of
ofmormon
105 16

osborne steven P senator orrin hatch going to the wall in washington this
people 4 august 1983 18 22 52
pace howard they called my dayjohn
np 1983
john 1I ap
dad
duf
daf johb
george wilkins kendall newsman and a party of pleasure
paul R eli ed
seekers on the prairie 1851
nebraska history 64 spring 1983 35 80
paulson jean R ken garff A biography salt lake city kendall day garff 1983
es vernon utah transcript
zennon
vernon A compilation of life ston
vemon
stories
the people of vennon
bulletin press 1983
perkins mike playboy honors BYU tight end sunstone review 3 june 1983
2

poole kit saints in the sun this people 4 april may 1983 47 52
president N eldon tanner dies ensign 13 january 1983 6 13
price richard
restoration voice 31
joseph smith innocent of polygamy
september october 1983 5 7
quinn D michael JJ reuben clark the church years provo brigham young
university press 1983
rey luise king those sud
swinging
nging years salt lake city olympus publishing co 1983
Sui
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with the greatest of ease peter vidmar

M

new era

13

20 27

rounds W
WJJ colonel george M hinkle was he a hero or a villain restoration
4
3 4
trail forum 9 august 1983 34
rusho W L ed everett ruess A vagabond mor
for beauty salt lake city peregrine
smith books 1983
russell donald G todd christensen hosting raider receptions this people 4
december 1983 61 64
shelton ken alien
ailen bergin the gospel Is a continuing revolution against the
allen
standards of the world
1983
ensign 13 september 1985
193 34 39
195
this
robert ailen
allen
alien capital idea thi
tal people 4 december 1983 47 511
tai
light orem utah randall publishers 1983
shipp richard cottam ed champions aflight
oflight
of ligat
gary driggs building dreams Ar
izoria style
smith candace
arizona
this people 4
august 1983 12 14 50 51
steve benson the art of drawing and quartering this people
4 june july 1983 14 17 69
elizabeth
alizabeth
flizabeth
smith derryfield N maria Fl
izabeth bushman smith the life story of our mother
altamonte springs fla maria E B and silas D smith family association 1982
sorensen steven R british converts pioneer spirit waits 24 years to be fulfilled
pioneer 30 july august 1983 7 8
sowby laurie williams dan rona at home in the holy land this people 4
september 1983 22 24
isaac carlile family
restoration
theisaac
the story of one family of early saints the
trail forum 9 november 1983 4 5
stratton clifford mormon doctor establishes test tube baby clinic sunstone
review

march 1983

3

6

tanner nathan eldon

1898 1982 canadian petroleum exec
macleans
macleane
cleans 13 december 1982 4
Ma
madeans
deans

and mormon

leader obituary
phildlethes 36
thompson john E the mormon baptism of william morgan philalethes
june 1983 6 10
III
Samar
turner charles joseph smith 111
lii encounters some unwelcome good samaritana
itans
samaritans
borum
Trai
forum 9 august 1983 5 6
restoration trail
traiforum
van atta dale the Marri
marriotts
marriotti
otts on david solomon and empire building this
people 4 october november 1983 16 20
waldrop heidi jane smith coping in colorado this people 4 october november
35 36
1983
1985
198335

lisa hess in a world of magic and beauty
august

1983

4

28 30 54

holst send
tim hoist
1983

this people

in the clowns

this people

4

june july

38 42

walker ronald W A mormon widow in colorado the exile of emily wells
grant arizona and the west 25 spring 1983 5 22
raining pitchforks brigham young As preacher sunstone 8
may

june

1983

4 9

young heber J grant entrepreneur extraordinary
in the
petr
west contributions to an understanding edited
twentieth century american pett
and
by thomas G alexander andyjohn
andjohn
john F bluth 85 119 provo charles redd center
for western studies 1983
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english cannon new era 13 march 1983 46 50
A wonderful adventure elaine cannon new era 13 april 1983 6 15
journals 5 vols edited by G scott kenny
woodruffjoumals
woodruff wilford the wilford woodruff
midvale utah signature books 1983
sports illustrated 4 july
mumphys
Murp hys law Is nice guys finish first
wulf steve murphys

watt ronald

1983 24 31

young paul Eeback
back trail odan
of an old cowboy edited by nellie snyder yorst lincoln
university of nebraska press 1983

contemporary
ahmanson john secret history an eye witness account of the rise of
mormonism
ofmormonism
chicago moody press 1983
B H roberts society A view from the outside
sunstone review 3 september
1983

12

our sunday
ashes catholic again
baldwin robert F twenty years a mormon shes
visitor 72 5 june 1983 3
mormons arent christian sunstone review 3 july august 1983
baptist says cormons
8

sunstone
barlow lisa Is right wing warrior faltering in the conservative cause
review 3 july august 1983 14 15
rolling stone 14 april 1983 89 95
prigging
priggins
Prig ging out
bart peter
11
exponent II
il 9 summer 1983 4 5
beane carolyn A my personal odyssey
16 17

bedell george C leo sandon and charles T wellborn religion in america
new york macmillan co 1975
bitton davis ten years in camelot A personal memoir dialogue 16 autumn
1983 9
19839

20

sunstone review 3 september 1983 10
Bluebloods extol salt lake city
bluebloods
bouley sandra reaching out to divorced members
ensign 13 june 1983
58 61
bramwell paul counseling needed for the excommunicated AMCAP newsletter
summer 1983 7
exponent il
butler terri payne the mormon in our marriage F
1199 spring 1983
1983 8
this
carroll les returned missionary athletes its not Ei therOr anymore
people 4 october november 1983 47 50
carver james A answering an ex mormon critic sandy utah mormon miscellaneous
1983
abed A reply to ed deckers to
the mormon faith un decker ated
moroni with love sandy utah mormon miscellaneous 1983
cheesman paul R the keystone of mormonism
this people 4 february
thu
march 1983 43 45

chipman george and jeane games games games salt lake city deseret
book co
1983
co1983
church state and politics sunstone review 3 april may 1983 10
np karrington co 1983
clark dan getting high how to really do it ap
dark
oark
clement C ross technical spiritual excellence needed AMCAP newsletter
summer 1983 6 7
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collings william P
5

more

light on mormonism

219
world order

17

fall 1982

6

cooper scott M
coplen roger D

II
avoiding the appearance exponent 11
il 9 spring 1983 12
seax
and james D macarthur developing a healthy selx
seo
self image
provo brigham young university 1983
curtis lindsay R each child a challenge salt lake city bookcraft 1983
dean suzanne can a church hire only its own members for nonreligious
jobs utah holida
holidayy 13 october 1983 9 10
dean suzanne and michele dostert are utah democrats down for the count
utah holiday 12 september 1983 42 61 69 73
Denvers utah story in idaho sunstone review 3 march 1983 12 13
danvers
denvers
dew sheri L to every people this people 4 february march 1983 26 30
dickman diane the utah flood of 83 riding out a deseret tide this people
4 september 1983 27 29 49 51
BYU
england eugene brigham youngs university and the music of hope
today 37 october 1983 17 19
enduring dialogue 16 winter 1983 102 14
11
we need to liberate men exponent 119
II 9 spring 1983 4 5
ilg
111
ill
ili
lii
iii
lil
enroth ronald et al A guide to cults and new religions downers grove 111.
InterVarsity press 1983
intervarsity
eyre lindaj
mor
A joyful mother of children help despite the hasslesfor
hassles mot
linda J ajoyfulmother
for mothers of
lindaa
young children salt lake city bookcraft 1983
11
II 9 spring 1983 5
ilg
ferre richard risking integration exponent 119
first presidency reorganized ensign 13 january 1983 14 15
this
foley mike the polynesian cultural center happy anniversary PCC
people 4 october november 1983 30 34
sunstone
folk fundamentalism emerging in mormonism says sociologist
review 3 april may 1983 49 50
US news and
galloway joseph L mormon church faces a fresh challenge
report 21 november 1983 61 62
world
tforldreport
garcia ignacio latino ization of the mormon church nuestro 7 march 1983
20 24 61
gardner marvin K
1983 8 16
19838

learning to be a missionary at the MTC

ensign

13

october

grieves robert T an inspired cleanup
clean up campaign mormon volunteers fight the
spring floods in utah time 20 june 1983 225
gurgel klaus D mormon church membership in the united states and possessions
by region state and county map ogden utah atlas publishing co
december 1983
hall rebecca singles in a married society sunstone review 3 april may 1982
48 49
and james A beckford religious sects and the concept of
hampshire annette P andjames
mormons and the moonves
sociology 34 june
Mo
onies biitishjournal
moonies
deviance the cormons
british journal of ofsociology
1983 208
1983208

29

11
II 9 summer 1983 8 9
harris claudia W mothers day blues exponent 119
cormons vs non mormons
cormons in
hartman moshe and harriet sex role attitudes of mormons
utah journal of Marriage and the family 45 1983 897 902
cormons
sunstone review 3 april may 1983 53
mons
Mor
harvard looks at its mormons
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harward michael thomas

breaking role barriers

11
II 9 spring 1983
exponent 119

9

studies of mormon or utah populations
review of
hastings donald W
religious research 25 december 1983 89 141
head derin lea ricks college the biggest little college around this people 4
september 1983 16 19 46
cormons
Mor mons
contraceptive use among mormons
heaton tim B and sandra calkins
dialogue 16 fall 1983 106 9
1965 1975
henrichsen lynn E toward a mormon philosophy of higher education
honolulu university of hawaii 1983
hill donald G jr perspectives in mormon ethics personal social legal and
medical salt lake city publishers press 1983
1199 winter 1983 2
howe susan to promote sisterhood exponent il
yali
yail
hulet renon klossner yall
aall come back to kentuck and stay ensign 13 april
1983

16 20

sunstone review 3 july august 1983 6
humorists assault mormon piety
sunstone 8
mormonism and a tragic sense of life
hunsaker U carlisle
september october 1983 30 35
sunstone review 3 september
idaho paper finds mormon church clannish
1983

11

ingley joey conner
the church in florida A way down south and then
some this people 4 december 1983 36 42
jackson richard H and roger henrie perception of sacred space journal of
cultural geography 3 spring summer 1983 94 107
jarvik elaine and lynn packer fugitive children A strange case of parental
kidnapping utah holiday 12 may 1983 42 68
11 9 spring 1983
II
johnson jeffrey 0 A struggle with stereotypes exponent ilg
119
13

jolley clifton H
82
1983
198382
jolley joann

selling the chevrolet A moral exercise

dialogue

16

fall

86

BYU performing groups all the world s a stage this people 4
october november 1983 22 28
jones alda confessions of a once neurotic mormon from the inside out and
11
II 9 summer 1983 6 7
back again exponent 119
11
II 9 spring 1983 15
kimball tony priesthood without family exponent 119
Missi ology and mormon missions
dialogue 16 winter 1983
king tancred I1 missiology
42 50
L A times looks at mormonism and where its headed
sunstone review 3
july august 1983 17

ilg

langlois karen
1982

S

an interview with sonia johnson

feminist studies

8

spring

6 17

lathrop elizabeth laura outer image inner things A study of the relationship
between belief system and artistic expression ann arbor mich university
microfilms international 1982

lilly fred how christians adjust to life in mormon country national catholic
register 59 23 january 1983 1 10
love Is not enough sunstone review 3 april may 1983 7 8
lubeck kathleen activities that change lives ensign 13 august 1983 12 17
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mcevilly lynn telford
LDS church image
the king of commercials changes IDS
from soft warm and fuzzy to gutsy for PSA spots utah holiday 13 december
15 16

1983

madsen carol cornwall

emmeline the romantic rebel

exponent 11
II 10 fall

6 7

1983

the beehive our quest for peculiarity and
struggle with secularization BYU today 37 august 1983 12 15
mor
miller J dale practical proselyting A contact finding source book moz
jor
for missionaries
provo author 1982
millett richard missionary couples sharing the gospel through service ensign
ensin
13 august 1983
1993
1985 8 11
mineau geraldine P and james trussell A specification of marital fertility by
parents age age at marriage and marital duration demography 19 august
mauss

armand

L

the angel

&

555
535
1982 335
1982335
1982535

49
morey robert A how to answer a ma
mormon
guidelinesfor
m6
Guideline
rmon practical guidelinesor
Guidelines
sor
sof
for what to expect
ybur door minneapolis
cormons come to your
and what to reply when the mormons

minn bethany house 1983
mormon courts spotlighted
1
11 12
sunstone review 3 april may 1983 11
cormons
Mor mons
idaho statesman 26 june 3 july 1983
the mormons
LDS editions of scripture
mortimer wm james the coming forth of the IDS
ensign

august 1983 35 41
nibley hugh leaders to managers the fatal shift
13

dialogue 16 winter 1983

12 21

sunstone review 3 november
nibley talks about contemporary issues
december 1983 12 14
novak david C mormonism does it stand the teeft
tesft
test marlow okla utah missions
1982

off campus religious instruction upheld in utah
1982 364
564
1982364
1982564

phi delta kappan 6 3 january

65

osborne steven P

benjamin parra afire in mexico

this people

4 february

march 1983 36 38
paul louis the chosen race Es condido calif louis paul publishing co 1982
pierce neal R and jerry hagstrom the book ofamerica
of america inside 50 states today
new york W W norton & co 1983
poll richard D liahona and iron rod revisited dialogue 16 summer 1983
69 78

pompa janiece lynn aspects of sex role and self esteem in mormon adolescents
following a wilderness experience ann arbor mich university microfilms
international 1983
Prig
prigging
ging out at BYU sunstone review 3 april may 1983 5
priggins
quinn cydney and christine christensen ruth knudson A guide to the art of
living this people 4 september 1983 36 38
raynes marybeth power and intimacy sunstone 8 january april 1983 7 7711
raynes marybeth and erin parsons
single cursedness an overview of LDS
authorities statements about unmarried people dialogue 16 fall 1983
35 45
cisn t the place declare temple protesters
ritchie marcelyn
this isn
review 3 june 1983 6 7
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rogers annette sorensen
A journal of reason moves to the heart of faith
weighing risks against rewards utah holiday 12 january 1983 14 16
romney richard M seeking the sheep ensign 13 october 1983 18 23
romney ronna and beppie harrison giving time a chance the secret of a
lasting marriage new york M evens and company 1983
rytting marvin 1 I am not a good egg sunstone 8 january april 1983 74 75
78

mormons
cormons
Mo
moonies
onies
Mor mons meet the moonves
1983

sunstone review

schaus

july august

7

sexual scripts rewriting the lines
1983

3

exponent 11
II 9 spring

16

utahs wonderful communication tree

luann

winter

1983

friendly exchange

17

mormons
our sunday
Mormons creating the new israel in america
sherry gerard E the cormons
visitor 72 5 june 1983 4 6
shipps jan in the presence of the past continuity and change in twentieth
century mormonism in after 150 years the latter day saints in sesquicentennial
perspective edited by thomas G alexander and jessie L embry 1 335 provo
charles redd center western studies 1983
some thoughts on mormonism and psychotherapy
AMCAP newsletter spring
1983

5 7

sorenson john

L

mormon folk and mormon elite

horizons

1

spring 1983

4 18

spendlove david craig depression in mormon women ann arbor mich
university microfilms international 1983
spirit of survival utah floods 1983 salt lake city salt lake tribune 1983
stern R L now you see it now you dont forbes 20 june 1983 33 34
stoddard ellwyn R contributions of rural sociology to space colonization A
comparison of the frontier community and liberal tradition models
rural
sociologist 2 september 1982 302 14
strack lin ostler access to church airlines penetrating the silence sunstone
review 3 september 1983 4 7
berthing
sunstone review
Bir
birthing
thing alternatives an LDS perspective
2 3 5 6
3 september 1983
1 I do I1 do I1 do
church & state 36 december 1983 8 9
248 49

plight of the polygamist

sunstone review

3

june 1983

1

8 9

man and motherhood
dialogue 16 autumn 1983 73 81
tullis F lamond the church moves outside the united states some observations
from south america in after 150 years the latter day saints in sesquicentennial perspective edited by thomas G alexander and jessie L embry 147 69
provo charles redd center for western studies 1983
mormons
Mor mons A gospel based approach for
turpin john C stress reduction for cormons
members of the church ofjesus
latter day saints olmsted falls ohio
of lutter
of jesus christ oflatter
dr john C turpin and associates 1983
mormons on their way
sunstone review 3 april may
twenty four million cormons

taber susan

1983
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wall street journal expounds on church
1983

15 16

sunstone review

3

november december

29

wallace carolynn maurine daughters of god meanings of Women
hood in
tvomenhood
womenhood
womanhood
jesus
the church ofjesms
beruf christ of latter day saints ann arbor mich university
of herms
microfilms international 1982
welfare services answers questions on social emotional and spiritual strength
ensign 13 february 1983 26 29
AMCAP newsletter winter
whatever happened to gospel based therapy
1983

5 7

wheatley pesci meg

choosing the better part

exponent 11
II 10 fall 1983

18 19

und
whipple marilyn D teens love dating teens views on friendship anddating
and dating
provo M P daniels co 1983
williganj
williganJ dennis A macrosimulation approach to the investigation of natural
fertility demography 19 may 1982 161 76
zezulin lena serge an ERA missionary in utah feminist studies 8 summer
457 61
1982
1982457

shared experience between parent and child
zirker sherri magnusson learning A sharedexperience
salt lake city eden hill 1983
DOCTRINAL

sunstone 8 july
excommunication fear and forgiveness
alder douglas
august 1983 30 34
allred janice M toward a mormon concept of original sin sunstone 8 may
june 1983 12 18
anderson richard L misleading translations of paul in the eleventh annual
sidney B sperry symposium the new testament january 29 1983 17 26
provo brigham young university religious instruction and the seminaries and
institutes of religion the church of jesus christ of latter day saints 1983
understanding paul salt lake city deseret book co 1983
barlow philip L unorthodox orthodoxy the idea of deification in christian
history sunstone 8 september october 1983 13 18
bassett arthur R et al the book 0of
if mormon it begins with a family salt lake
city deseret book co 1983
book of revelation overview ensign 13 october 1983 50 53
selfishness vs selflessness
bradford william R
ensign 13 april 1983
49 51
discovering the LDS editions of scripture
brewster hoyt W jr
ensign 13
october 1983 54 58
brockbank bernard P commandments and promises of god salt lake city
deseret book co 1983
in the eleventh annual
brown S kent the four gospels As testimonies
sidney B sperry symposium the new testament january 29 1983 43 56
provo brigham young university religious instruction and the seminaries and

institutes of religion

the church of jesus christ of latter

the dead sea scrolls
university studies 23 winter 1983
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falness of the priesthood the second anointing in
buerger david john
the fulness
1985 10 44
latter day saint theology and practice dialogue 16 spring 1983
bushman jess R
Hut
suttons
huttons
tons uniformitarianism brigham young university
studies 23 winter 1983 41 48
clark harold glen four blessings of the temple ensign 13 october 1983
68 71

joseph smith
smithss translation of the lords prayer

crowell angela M

saints herald

july 1983 18 19
durrant george D genealogy and temple work you cant have one without
20
ensign 13 august 1983 118720
the other
war and the
firmage edwin brown allegiance and stewardship holy war just gariand
wariand
mormon tradition in the nuclear age dialogue 16 spring 1983 47 61
foster lawrence first visions personal observations on joseph smiths religious
experience sunstone 8 september october 1983 39 43
garrard lamar E spiritual death temporal death and the atonement of christ
B sperry symposium the new testament
eleventh annual sidney B
in the reventh
january 29 1983 57 72 provo brigham young university religious instruction
and the seminaries and institutes of religion the church of jesus christ of
130
150
1301
15011

latter day saints 1983
ght
haight
hal
hai
aht david B our faith Is centered in the living christ in the eleventh
spewy symposium the new testament january 29 1983
annual sidney B sperry
provo brigham young university religious instruction and the seminaries
and institutes of religion the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
1983
hinckley gordon B he Is risen As
he said ensign 13 april 1983 2 7
ashe
1

15

what shall

1I

do then with jesus which

Is

called christ

ensign 13 december 1983 2 5
prom
from
hoffman albert W erom
from tanach to talmud the emerging rabbinic judaism
which jesus knew in the eleventh annual sidney B sperry symposium the
new testament january 29 1983 27 41 provo brigham young university
religious instruction and the seminaries and institutes of religion the church
of jesus christ of latter day saints 1983
83
8 13
1983
1985
holland jeffrey R lift up your eyes ensign 13 july 19
horton george understanding textual changes in the book of mormon ensign
13 december 1983 24 28
hurd jerrie W our sisters in the bible salt lake city deseret book co 1983
iannaccone
ianna
lanna ccone laurence R huldah and the myths of male superiority sunstone 8
september october 1983 36 38
jackson kent P new testament prophecies of apostasy in the eleventh annual
sidney B sperry symposium the new testament january 29 1983 145 56
provo brigham young university religious instruction and the seminaries
and institutes of religion the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
1983

kimball spencer W
june 1983 2 5

helping others obtain the promises of the lord

ensign

13

seeking learning even by study and also by faith

ensign

13

september 1983 2 6
kimball spencer W et al faith salt lake city deseret book co
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lundahl craig

225

and harold A widdison A comparison of latter day saints
conceptions of the afterlife and the afterlife in the latter day saint near death
religious psychology research 6 october 1983 228 94
experience journal of ofreligious
Lundquis
lundquist
lundquistjohn
john
tJohn M the value of new textual sources to the king james bible
ensign 13 august 1983 42 47
martin loren D isaiah an ensign to the nations an analysis of chapters one
through five of the book of isaiah salt lake city valiant publishers 1982
matthews robertj
robert J A greater portrayal of the master ensign 13 march 1983
R

6 13

the

price of redemption

in the eleventh annual sidney B

sperry symposium the new testament january 29 1983 157 68 provo
brigham young university religious instruction and the seminaries and
institutes of religion the church of jesus christ of latter day saints 1983
maw herbert B the apostles who were they salt lake city publishers press 1983
maxwell neal A plain andprecious
and Precious things salt lake city deseret book co 1983
millet robert louis the development of the concept of zion in mormon theology
ann arbor mich university microfilm international 1983
nibley hugh W christ among the ruins ensign 13 july 1983 14 19
norman keith E how long 0 lord the delay of the parousia in mormonism
sunstone 8 january april 1983 48 58
nyman monte S the necessity of the book of mormon in teaching the new
sidneyy B sperry symposium the new
testament in the eleventh annual sidne
testament january 29 1983 73 83 provo brigham young university religious
instruction and the seminaries and institutes of religion the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints 1983
brigham
olsen steven L cosmic urban symbolism in the book of mormon
young university studies 23 winter 1983 79 92
otten L G and C M caldwell sacred truths of the doctrine and covenants
Spring ville utah LEMB 1983
vol 2 springville
packer boyd K the candle of the lord ensign 13 january 1983 51 56
come all ye sons of god ensign 13 august 1983 68 71
palmer david A has the city of
2 2 22 3
Zarah emla record22
ofnephi
nephi been found zarahemla

renord
record

fall 1983 winter 1984 6 7 15
cormons and muslims spiritual foundations and modern
palmer spencer J ed mormons
manifestations provo religious studies center BYU 1983
patch robert C A parable of parables in the eleventh annualsidney
annual sidney B sperry
symposium the new testament january 29 1983 95 111 provo brigham
young university religious instruction and the seminaries and institutes of
of jesus christ of latter day saints 1983
religion the church ofjesus
petersen mark E alma andabinadi
und
and abinadi salt lake city deseret book co 1983
tae
malachi and
the great and dreadful day salt lake city deseret
andthe
co 1983
book co1983
1985
price richard radar helps prove the book of mormon Is true restoration voice
may june 1983 13
richards franklin D the challenge and the harvest salt lake city deseret book

co

1983

excommunication
ritchie J bonner
july august 1983 34 36
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robinson stephen E the law after christ ensign 13 september 1983 68 73
robson kent omnis on the horizon sunstone 8 july august 1983 20 23
romney marion G commitment and dedication ensign 13 march 1983 2 5
the price of peace ensign 13 october 1983 2 7
rytting marvin forever friends sunstone 8 september october 1983 45 46
salyards R S sr christs other sheep restoration voice march april 1983
6 7

schweikart larry mormonism and modernity freedom and equality in mormon
doctrine encounter indianapolis 44 spring 1983 133 48
scott richard G the comforting circle of true friendship
ensign 13 july
1983 63
198363

shaw faye

67

the white mans

winter spring summer

Zarahemla record 19 20
zarahemla

book of heaven

1983

21

13 14

Eco nomia
silva dos santos francisco xavier A verdade ao alcance do homem economea
economia
Te
theologia remigiao
Religiao rio de janeiro published by author 1982
religiao
teologia
ologia
hieroglyphy point to the book of
simmons neil and raymond C treat maya hieroglyphs
mormon zarahemla
Zarah emla record19
record 19 20 21 winter spring summer 1983 1 5
24
skeem kenneth A in the beginning oasis utah behemoth publishing 1983
smart ninian and richard D hecht eds sacred texts of the world A universal
anthology new york crossroad 1982
D jr isaiah updated dialogue 16 summer 1983 37 5511
smith george ajr
signs of the times the theological foundations of early
stein stephen J
mormon apocalyptic sunstone 8 january april 1983 59 65
sunstone review 3 april
strack lin ostler in search of the land of mormon
may 1985
may1983
1983 43 55 57
tasker spencer
the testability of mormonism As revealed religion some
considerations
horizons 1 spring summer 1983 19 39
thomas mark the meaning of revival language in the book of mormon
sunstone 8 may june 1983 19 25
toscano paul james gospel letters to a mormon missionary orem utah grandin
book 1983
treat raymond C approaches to studying the book of mormon zarahemla
Zarah emla

djr

19
record
record19

1983

winter spring summer
benefits of in depth study

20 21

winter

1984

8 10

1983

10 13

Zarahemla record 22 23 fall
zarahemla

13

Zarah
book of mormon tour guide part 4 yaxchilan
Yax chilan
emla
zarahemla
19 20 21 winter spring summer 1983 6 9 20
record
record19
Zarah emla
book of mormon tour guide part 5 palenque zarahemla
record 19 20 21 winter spring summer 1983 16 18 20
chiasmus
Chia sms help prove the book of mormon restoration voice 27
chiasms
12 13 adapted from Zarahemla
zarahemla record 17 18
january february 1983
summer fall 1982
Word prints further evidence for book of mormon authorship
wordprints
Zarah emla record22
zarahemla
22 23 fall 1983 winter 1984 4 5 15
turner rodney the footstool of god earth in scripture and prophecy orem
utah grandin book 1983
rudda
Urrudia
ruria benjamin
urrutia
the name connection new era 13 june 1983 38 41

record
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wells robert E
1983

227

observing the word of wisdom

politely

ensign

13

august

21 23

woodruff wilford the discourses of
ofwilford
wilford woodruff compiled by G homer
durham 1946 reprint salt lake city bookcraft 1983

historical
aaron richard 1I mormon divorce and the statute of 1852 questions for divorce
in the 1980s journal
journalofcontemporary
of contemporary law 8 1982 5 45
alexander thomas G between revivalism and the social gospel the latter day
brigham young university
saint social advisory committee 1916 1922
studies 23 winter 1983 19 39
acenan west
alexander thomas G and john F bluth eds the twentieth century amenan
american
contributions to an understanding provo charles redd center for western studies
brigham young university 1983 distributed by signature books midvale utah
ijo years the latter day saints
alexander thomas G and jessie L embry eds after 150
DO
in sesquicentennial perspective provo charles redd center for western studies
brigham young university 1983 distributed by signature books midvale utah
ministering angels single women in mormon
anderson lavina fielding
society dialogue 16 autumn 1983 59 72
personal reflections on mormon history
sunstone 8
arrington leonard J
july august 1983 41 45
the promise of eagle rock idaho falls idaho 1863 90
rendezvous 18 spring 1983 2 17
reflections on the founding and purpose of the mormon history
association 1965 1983 journal of mormon history 10 1983 91 103
ashworth brent martin harriss 1873 letter to walter conrad brigham young
university studies 23 winter 1983 112 19
atlas of utah provo and salt lake city brigham young university press and university
of utah press 1983 distributed by signature books midvale utah
attebery jennifer eastman the square cabin A folk house type in idaho
idaho yesterdays 26 fall 1982 25 31
backman milton V eyewitness accounts of the restoration orem utah grandin
book 1983

the heavens resound

A history of the

latter

day

saints in ohio

1830 1838 salt lake city deseret book co 1983
barnett steven G the utah expedition A prelude to the civil war As a collecting
subject manuscripts 34 summer 1982 193 202
bays daniel H popular religious movements in china and the united states in
the nineteenth century fides et historia 15 fall winter 1982 24 38
women at winter quarters
sunstone 8 july
beecher maureen ursenbach
august 1983 11 19

bitton davis the martyrdom of joseph smith in early mormon writings
john whitmerhistoricalassociation
journal5
witmer historical association journals
journal35 1983 29 39
bitton davis and linda wilcox
the transformation of utah s agriculture
1847 1900
in the twentieth century american west contributions to an
and
understanding edited by thomas G alexander andyjohn
andjohn
john F bluth 57 83 provo
charles redd center for western studies brigham young university 1983
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bluebell utah 1905 1983
1985 bluebell utah bluebell book committee 1983
bohn david earl no higher ground sunstone 8 may june 1983 26 32
bonar linda L historic houses in beaver an introduction to materials styles
and craftsmen utah historical quarterly 51 summer 1983 212 28
bradley martha sonntag
hide and seek children on the underground utah
historical quarterly 51 spring 1983 133 53
cormons to japan brigham
brady frederick R two meiji scholars introduce the mormons
young university studies 23 spring 1983 167 78
briggs arminda teton city snake river echoes A quarterly of idaho history
12

1983

138 40

brown jennie H and nora M heaton comps moccasin and her people moccasin
np 1983
ariz ap
cormons
Mormons brigham young and the
buchanan frederick S education among the mormons
history of education quarterly 22 winter 1982 435 59
schools of utah
buice david when the saints came marching in the mormon experience in
antebellum new orleans 1840 1855 louisiana history 23 summer 1982
221 37

7854 1914 salt
1854
bunker gary L and davis bitton the mormon graphic image 1834
lake city university of utah press 1983
burnham carol ann wagley from red rock to denham springs ensign 13

april 1983 70 74
bush lester
lestereE excommunication church courts in mormon history sunstone 8
july august 1983 24 29
mormon physiology 1850 1875
bulletin of the history of
medicine 56 summer 1982 218 37
campbell eugene E the M factors in To
oeles history
tooeles
tootles

utah historical quarterly

summer 1983 272 88
11
cannon kenneth L II
after the manifesto mormon polygamy 1890 1906
sunstone 8 january april 1983 27 35
mountain common law the extralegal punishment of
seducers in early utah utah historical quarterly 51 fall 1983 308 27
A century in central 1883 1983 central ariz central centennial book 1983
cormons fighting for independence
chichester page the quest for zion mormons
campustown
22 april 1983 8 9
journal22
Campus town journal
saints emigrants guide edited by stanley B kimball
clayton william latter day saintsemigrants
1848 reprint gerald mo patrice press 1983
Rex
snake river echoes A
burg 100 years of progress
clements louis J redburg
rexburg
quarterly of idaho history 12 1983 2 3
the coming forth of the book of mormon ensign 13 december 1983 31 5511
cornwall rebecca and leonard J arrington rescue of the 1856 handcart companies
provo brigham young university press 1981 distributed by signature books
51

midvale

utah

rexburg
Rex burg idaho the first one hundred years 1883 1983
crowder david L redburg
caldwell idaho caxton printers 1983
damron paul edwards the pioneer home of milo andrus in cresent utah
1858
andrus recorder 19 february 1983 6 8
mansion hotel features uncovered
saints herald 130
debarthe paul
1 february 1983
14
15
1415
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dilts bryan lee 1856 utah census index an every name index salt lake city
index publishing 1983
madeline cloward
dixon madoline
spring 1983 54 57

spanish conquest of the ute indians

old west

19

these were the utes provo press publishing 1983
II A collection of essays about the history
draper maurice L restoration studies 11
jesus
beliefs and practices of the reorganized church ofjesus
of lesus
lesur christ of latter day
saints independence mo herald publishing house 1983
separate and unequal schoolmarms of utah 1900 195
embry jessie L
19500 in
from cottage to market the professionalization of womens sphere edited by
john R sillito 62 76 salt lake city utah women s history association 1983
far west record edited by donald Q cannon and lyndon W cook salt lake
city deseret book co 1983
genetic self interest and mormon polygamy
sunstone 8
faux steven F
july august 1983 37 40
fireman bert M arizona historic land new york alfred A knopf 1982
valeric healing and the home home medicine in pioneer utah in
florence valerie
from cottage to market the professionalization of womens sphere edited by
john R sillito 28 46 salt lake city utah womens history association
1983

following

utahs

pioneers through emigration canyon

sunset 171 october

51 53
1983
198351

A personal odyssey my encounter with mormon history
foster lawrence
dialogue 16 autumn 1983 887 98
funk grace history of sterling salt lake city hawkes publishing 1983
geary edward A for the strength of the hills imagining mormon country
sesquicentennialperspective
perspective edited
in after 150 years the latter day saints in sesquicentennial
and jessie
jessle L embry 71 94 provo charles redd center
by thomas G alexander andjessie
for western studies brigham young university 1983
green louise C governors of the state of utah and first ladies an enduring

legacy 6 1983 325 64
womans life on
hafen mary ann recollections of a handcart pioneer of1860
of 1860 A comans
the mormon frontier lincoln university of nebraska press 1983
moonman
moonmen
moonmen7
men sandy utah mormon
boon
hale van how could a prophet believe in Moon
miscellaneous 1983
the king follett discourse textual history and criticism
sunstone 8 september october 1983 5 12
halford larryj
harryj C leroy anderson and robert E clark
oark prophecy fails again &
dark
Morri sites free inquiry in creative sociology 9 may 1981 5 10
again the morrisites
hallwas john
hallwasjohn
Hallwa
sJohn E western illinois heritage macomb illinois heritage press 1983
halperin david A psychodynamic perspectives on religion sect and cult boston

john wright

1983

halverson sandy church history activity book creative scripture learning
experiencesfor
experiences for children 4 to 12 bountiful utah horizon 1983
harrison jerry norman demographic transition in a frontier town manti utah
1849 1948 ann arbor mich university microfilms international 1982
18491948
hart ann weaver religion and education the scopes controversy in utah
utah historical quarterly 51 spring 1983 183 98
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childhood in gunnison utah

hartley william G
51 spring 1983

utah historical quarterly

108 32

the

seventies in the 1880s revelations and reorganizing

dialogue 16 spring 1983 62 88
highlights in the history of mormon women and music hi willow ward choir
music club news and notes march 1983 5 12
A historical legacy
this people 4 june july 1983 52 55
holbrook thelma M comp pioneer musicians and composers an enduring
legacy 6 1983 45 84
wagon women dearies
and letters prom
und
diaries andlettersfmm
holmes kenneth LL ed and comp covered pagon
from
the western trails 1840 1890 glendale calif arthur H clark co 1983
howard richard P the changing RLDS response to mormon polygamy A
preliminary analysis
whitmer historical association journal 3 1983
john witmer
1983
14 29

jensen richard

L

forgotten relief societies

1844 67

dialogue 16 spring

loy
1983
105 25
1983105
clark
johnson oark
dark V

brigham
missouri persecutions the petition of isaac leany
young university studies 23 winter 1983 94 103
dialogue 16
johnson jeffery ogden on the edge mormonisms
Mormoni sms single men
autumn 1983 48 58
jolley joann century old assembly hall Is renovated ensign 13 february
198570
1983
1985 70 74
198370

jones cleo sister wives new york st martins press 1983
millenarism
kark ruth Millenarism
millenarist and agricultural settlement in the holy land in the
journalofhistorical
nineteenth century journal
ofhistorical
of Historical geography 9 january 1983 47 62
eie
Element
Kear
kearly
kearlj
mint journal
lJ R and clayne L pope wealth mobility the missing element
of interdisciplinary history 13 winter 1983 461 88
Minersville the beginnings of lead silver
kelly keith A and
andj
andaJ kenneth davies minersville
mining in utah utah historical quarterly 51 summer 1983 229 45
kimball stanley B ed latter day saints emigrants guide 1848 reprint
gerald mo patrice press 1983
new light on old egyptians
Egypt
iana mormon mummies 1848 71
egyptiana
dialogue 16 winter 1983 72 90
kirby dale 2 without purse or scrip A missionary in the territory chronicles
of oklahoma 60 winter 1982 83 388 99
kramer neal W looking for god in history sunstone 8 january april 1983
15 17

whitmer
lancaster james E the method of translation of the book of mormon john waltmer
witmer
historical association journals
journal5
journal53 1983 51 61
launius roger D
the american home missionary society collection and
brigham young university studies 23 spring 1983 201 10
mormonism
18 52
restoration trail forum
the bridge between 1844 and 1852
9 august 1983 1 6 7
A survey of priesthood ordinations 1830 1844
restoration
forum 9 may 1983 3 4 6
Trai
trail
trall
trait
traiforum
lecheminant wilford hill A crisis averted general harney and the change in
command of the utah expedition

utah historical quarterly

51

winter

1983

30 45
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lindon our town from wagon trails in the desert to vapor trails in the skies
lindon utah lindon community progress 1983
ludy diana christmas at the mansion house restoration voice november
december 1983 3
mccormick john S the historic buildings of downtown salt lake city salt lake
city utah state historical society 1982
Sojo
madsen brigham D gold rush sojourners
1850
and1850
and
soto umers in great salt lake city 1849 ans
salt lake city university of utah press 1983
malone michael P ed historians and the american west lincoln university of
nebraska press 1983
mangrum R collin furthering the cause of
zion an overview of the ecclesiastical
ofzion
court system in early utah journal
journalofmormon
of mormon history 10 1983 79 90
martin charles W john ahmanson vs brigham young A nebraska legal
nebraska history 64 spring 1983 1 20
controversy 1859 1861
marty martin E pilgrims in their own land 500 years of religion in america
boston little brown 1984
matthews robertj
robert J joseph smiths efforts to publish his bible translation
ensign 13 january 1983 57 64
mormons
cormons
may dean L A demographic portrait of the Mor
mons 1830 1980 in after 150
years the latter day saints in sesquicentennial perspective edited by thomas G
alexander and jessie L embry 339 69 provo charles redd center for western
studies brigham young university 1983
the millennial hymns of parley P pratt dialogue 16 spring
145 50
1983
1985
1985145
1983145

rhe lord scotch plains NJ mcfarland & co 1983
the
meister charles the year odthe
of rge
mormons
Mor
mons commemorating 150 years salt lake city deseret book co 1983
the cormons
our 25th stake of
zion 1883 1983 thatcher ariz gila valley ward 1983
ofzion
pace D gene changing patterns of mormon financial administration traveling
brigham young
bishops regional bishops and bishops agents 1851 88
university studies 23 spring 1983 183 95
community leadership on the mormon frontier mormon bishops
and the political economic and social development of utah before statehood
ann arbor mich university microfilms international 1983
peterson charles S the limits of learning in pioneer utah journal ofmormon
of Mormon
history 10 1983 65 78
richards leonard H the first 60 years of mormonism in north central arizona
1918 1978 prescott prescott arizona stake 1982
rosenvall L A the transfer of mormon culture to alberta american review of
canadian studies 12 summer 1982 51 63
the salt lake temple A monument to a people salt lake city university services
1983

seifrit william C ed
to get utah in union diary of a failed mission
utah historical quarterly 51 fall 1983 358 81
shupe paul indulging in temperance prohibition and political activism in the
RLDS church journal of mormon history 10 1983 21 33
smith E gary the patriarchal crisis of 1845 dialogue 16 summer 1983
24 35
smith melvin T
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smith paul thomas

josephs red brick store

new era

13

december 1983

18 21

saints on the seas A maritime history of mormon migration
1830 1890 salt lake city university of utah press 1983
sperry robert L mormon travels in the far southwest westerners san diego
corral brand book no 5 1983 77 85
stannard val the honeymoon trail arizona highways 59 august 1983

sonne conway

B

30 37

mormons and prohibition
standing between two fires cormons
thompson brent G
1983 35 52
journalofmormon
1908 1917 journal
101983
of mormon history 10
facultie of abrac
thompson john E
abrah masonic claims and mormon
the facultied
philalethes 25 december 1982 9 15
beginnings
tindall emogene history and genealogy of the early mormon church in arkansas
1897 1975

topping gary
2

tindall 1983
trout fishing on the utah frontier beehive history

north little rock ark

E

9

1983

5

trautmann frederic ed salt lake city through a germans eyes A visit by
theodore kirchhoff in 1867
utah historical quarterly 51 winter 1983
46 55
daurie
laurie
ward dauri
Lauri
lauriejean
jean bannock valley providence
laurl ejean
1982

utah keith W watkins and sons

pioneering women physicians 1847 1900
in from
cottage to market the professionalization of womens sphere edited by john R
sillito 47 61 salt lake city utah womens history association 1983
ville twice a week
american philatelist september
brownsville
whall les to Browns

waters christine croft

1983
831
851 34
1983831

whiting chancey the martyrdom zions advocate 60 june 1983 93 94
whittaker david J substituted names in the published revelations ofofjoseph
joseph smith
brigham young university studies 23 winter 1983 103 12
yurtinus john F colorado cormons
mormons
Mor
mons and the mexican war A history of the
essays and
mississippi saints and sick detachments of the mormon battalion
monographs in colorado history

1

november 1983

107 45

inspirational
albrecht W steve money wise money management for latter day saints salt
lake city deseret book co 1983
alder elaine reiser everyday caring ensign 13 march 1983 52 54
baadsgaard janene wolsey Is there life after birth salt lake city deseret book
co 1983
spiritual growth for young mothers ensign 13 july 1983
52 54

backman robert

L

take charge of your life salt lake city deseret book co

1983

ballard M russell

do things that make a difference

ensign

13

june 1983

68 74

resources for teaching

our families

ensign

13

february

198510
1983 10 13
198310
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255
253

afe getting closer to god through prayer and
banfield
banfieldjill
jill todd draw near unto me
personal rev
res
elation salt lake city bookcraft 1983
revelation
barlow brent A the highs and lows of marriage ensign 13 october 1983
42 45

what husbands expect of wives salt lake city deseret book
co

1983

bateman helen ream roots and wings salt lake city deseret book co 1983
bennion lowell L 1I believe salt lake city deseret book co 1983
christ
benson ezra taft come unto carist
carlst
st salt lake city deseret book co 1983
bingham howard R living with teens A parents handbook salt lake city
deseret book co 1983
en
blessing your home with music
brinton sally peterson
ensign
sign 13 march

can

36 38
1983
1985
198556
198536
198336
britsch R lanier and terrance D

olson eds counseling A guide to helping
others salt lake city deseret book co 1983
burgess allan K from twisted ear to reverent tear true stories of humor and
inspiration for teenagers and youth provo perry enterprises 1983
zonkers and other games for latter day
burgess allan K and max H molgard conkers
homes and classrooms salt lake city deseret book co 1983
cannon donald Q comp the wisdom of ofjoseph
joseph smith orem utah grandin
book 1983
cannon elaine heart to heart salt lake city bookcraft 1983
christensen don M and arda jean yours can be a happy marriage salt lake
city publishers press 1983
plan for becoming more spiritual
christensen joe J to grow in spirit A ten point plandor
planfor
salt lake city deseret book co 1983
toward greater spirituality ten important steps ensign
ensin 13

june 1983 6 9
covey stephen R and truman G madsen marriage and family gospel insights
salt lake city bookcraft 1983
dixon janice vinh and long ensign 13 february 1983 48 52
drake terrance S MD and marvia brown drake teaching your child about
sex salt lake city deseret book co 1983
dunn paul H the human touch salt lake city bookcraft 1983
success Is
salt lake city bookcraft 1983
durrant george D and matthew B keeping score salt lake city bookcraft 1983
england kathy talking it over ideas for husbands and wives ensign 13 july
1983 38
198338

42

eyre richard M free to be free salt lake city bookcraft 1983
eyring henry reflections of a scientist salt lake city deseret book co 1983
hafen bruce C A willingness to learn from pain ensign 13 october 1983
62 66

harper james M
harris james M
1983

lets help this marriage grow

ensign 13 august 1983 24 27
helping your children like themselves ensign 13 february

14 18

howard F burton the gift of knowing ensign 13 september 1983 28 33
mai7ieas
Marrieds salt lake city deseret book
jacobs barbara and briant missions for marrieds

co
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jeffs darnell zollinger train up a child salt lake city deseret book co 1983
jesperson arlyn L learning to lead our family without compulsory means
ensign 13 april 1983 52 55
johnson sherrie instilling a righteous image ensign 13 july 1983 20 23
spiritually centered motherhood salt lake city bookcraft 1983
kimball spencer W are we doing all we can ensign 13 february 1983 2 5
kump eileen gibbons the bread and milk of living ensign 13 march 1983
24 27

the legacy remembered and renewed

january 1983 68 69 this
narrative text accompanied the taped segments of 27 march 1982 general
womens meeting
long judith the formula that saved our marriage ensign 13 march 1983

ensign

13

14 17

mormon summer provo cherished books 1983
lundberg
joy saunders book of
lundbergjoy
ofmormon
lythgoe dennis and marti youre a mormon now A handbook for new latter
day saints salt lake city olympus publishing company 1983
mackay kris the outstretched arms more stories of courage conviction and
love salt lake city bookcraft 1983
madsen ann N tolerance the beginning of christlike love ensign 13 october
26 330
maxwell neal A
ensign 13
meekness A dimension of true discipleship
march 1983 70 74
meyers betty the creation plan A seven day approach to guilt free homemaking
1983

salt lake city deseret book co 1983
mickel david R missionaries parents and girls who wait orem utah randall
book 1983
monson thomas S christmas gifts christmas blessings salt lake city deseret
book co
1983
1985
co1983
conference classics volume two salt lake city deseret book

co

1983

neilsen dorothy L how to look like a million without spending a mint salt lake
city deseret book co 1983
ostler 0 don keeping our balance recognizing and resisting excesses in our
efforts to live the gospel ensign 13 june 1983 10 13
perry janice kapp im trying to be like jesus favorite childrens songs provo
K perry 1983
richards margaret 1 I rejoice in being a mother
roberts wright bessie M me anday
and my other self
robens

J

ensign 13 march 1983 39 41
an autobiography with spiritual
phenomena bountiful utah horizon publishers 1982
romney marion G converting knowledge into wisdom ensign 13 july 1983
2 6

scharffs gilbert W 101 reasons why 1I like to go to church salt lake city
hawkes publishing 1983
scott virginia R A lesson in love my change of heart toward my wayward
son ensign 13 august 1983 28 32
sill sterling W the best of sterling W sill salt lake city bookcraft 1983
smith barbara B the bonds of sisterhood ensign 13 march 1983 20 23
the powers within Us ensign 13 february 1983 58 61
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smith candace the sunday activity book salt lake city bookcraft 1983
smith hyrum W where eagles rest portland oreg golden eagle motivation
1982

sorensen elaine shaw
198528
1983
1985 28 31
198328

Us

being missionary to your spouse

sorensen mollie H
1983

the educated woman within

ensign

ensign

13

13

march

september

58 61

remember who you are ensign 13 january 1983 2 5
testimonies of the book of mormon ensign 13 december 1983 6 9
III
vassel bruno 111
lii lengthen your leadership stride bountiful utah horizon
ili

tanner N eldon

publishers 1983
wach elizabeth 0

me A record extractor

ensign

13

september 1983

50 53

wells robert E trust salt lake city bookcraft 1983
john D home teachers an aid to parents
whettenjohn
whetten

ensign

13

june 1983

14 18

jerl
winger jeri
jerijJ women in community service ensign 13 march 1983 32 335
wirthlin joseph B the worth of one A home teacher s guide for working
with inactive members ensign 13 january 1983 16 20
ensign 13
dad what do you want to talk about
wright leah poole
march 1983 18 19
yorgason blaine M and brenton G

the

miracle salt lake city bookcraft 1983

bibliographies
sturgess gary

some other latter day saint periodicals

horizons

1

spring

58 62
1983
198358

dialogue 16
A survey of current dissertations and theses
131 34
A survey of current literature
dialogue 16 summer 1983

stathis stephen W

winter

1983

101 19

A survey of current literature

dialogue

16

autumn

1983

110 26

stathis stephen W and linda thatcher A survey of current theses and dissertations
dialogue 16 spring 1983 141 44
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